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Pacific Life Re – Who are we?

We are a global life reinsurer working 
with our clients to provide mortality, 
morbidity, longevity risk and capital 
solutions reinsurance products and 
services.

Standard & Poor's Fitch Ratings

AA-(stable) AA-(stable)

Pacific Life Re has the support and backing from our parent company, Pacific Life, USA 
which has been around for over 150 years. 



Data analytics within insurance
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Data - Variables

• Policyholder features
• Age
• Gender
• Smoker status (Smoker or Non-Smoker)
• More detailed smoker status (SM = Smoker, NS = 

Non-smoker, EX = Ex-smoker, EC = Electronic 
cigarettes)

• Occupation
• Socioeconomic indicators

• Product features
• Joint life / Single life
• Face Amount
• Duration in force (months)
• Cover pattern (Level / Decreasing / Increasing)
• Cover term
• Premium

• Underwriting features
• Did the policy undergo manual underwriting?

• Metadata features
• Time of day application completed
• Day application completed
• Start Lag: Number of weeks between the 

application date and the policy start date.
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For this exercise we focus on term 
life lapses for UK business only

Limited follow up ~ 3 years
Around 80k lapses

Around 460k policies



Preliminary Model

• Our preliminary model is a function of:
• Policy duration (months)
• Gender (Female or Male)
• Smoker status (Smoker or Non-Smoker)
• Cover pattern (Level or Decreasing) 

• Generalized Additive Models express the 
duration shape as a linear combination of 
spline terms.
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Graphs in the following slides show actual vs. 
expected lapses from this model



More on GAMs

• Generalised Additive Models can be seen 
as an extension of Generalised Linear 
Models (GLMs) – retaining the explain ability 
and intuitive nature, but fitting a greater 
range of use cases.

• GLMs are limited to applying explanatory 
terms additively, albeit applying a non-linear 
link function to these.

• GAMs are the weighted sum of smooth 
functions (called splines) which each cover 
a small range, so the model is not 
constrained to linearity in the same way.
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Charts from:
towardsdatascience.com/generalised-additive-models-6dfbedf1350

g(E(Y))= 𝛼 𝑥 + 𝛼 𝑥 +⋯+ 𝛼 𝑥

g(E(Y))= 𝑓 (𝑥 ) + 𝑓 (𝑥 ) +⋯+ 𝑓 (𝑥 )

VS



Exploratory Analysis - Age

• The behaviour per age is very different 
between the level term and decreasing 
term. 

• For Level policies, we find that A/E ratio 
for lapses rates seem to vary significantly 
by age, with younger lives being more 
likely to lapse level policies than older 
lives.

• For Decreasing policies we don’t see 
such a reducing pattern – perhaps as 
decreasing policies are more likely to be 
linked to mortgages.
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Exploratory Analysis – UW Journey

• The underwriting journey seems to 
have a clear impact, with 
applications that do not require 
manual underwriting having 
significantly higher lapse rates than 
policies that have been through 
manual underwriting or evidence 
requests.
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Exploratory Analysis – Face Amount Decile

• We find that lives with higher face 
amounts (suggesting higher premiums) 
are less likely to lapse their policies.

• For LTA is flatter than DTA. 
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Exploratory Analysis – Start Lag

• Another way to view this is by looking at 
the total time taken from completing 
the application form to the policy going 
on risk. 

• Longer delays are likely associated with 
more onerous UW journeys and hence 
have lower lapse rates.
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Exploratory Analysis – Start Lag

• Restricting to manually-underwritten 
cases only yields a similar finding –
suggests that it’s not just that you have 
to go through manual underwriting but 
also how long that process takes that 
drives lower lapses.

• There is limited exposure for longer start 
lags and non manually underwritten 
applications. 
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Exploratory Analysis – Socioeconomic

• Another dimension to consider is 
socioeconomics. Our analysis shows that 
people in lower socioeconomic groups 
are much more likely to lapse their 
policies.

• Our full-model analysis suggests that this 
socioeconomic effect is more predictive 
than the product and premium effects.
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Modelling

• Having used a GAM for the initial model we move to a GBM (Gradient Boosting 
Machine) for the full model

• This is a machine learning model which uses an ensemble of decision trees to model 
complex behaviour and allowing for complex interactions between the predictor 
variables

• Machine learning techniques are suitable here because of the large number of 
observations and possible predictors.
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What is a Decision Tree?
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• Decision trees predict the future 
outcome of a process by asking a series 
of dependent questions.

• A question can result in another 
question or a the prediction for an 
outcome. 

• The diagram on the right shows a basic 
example of a decision tree. 

• In isolation decision trees are relatively 
weak at predicting outcomes

Policy Month

Cover Basis

Smoker Status

Decreasing

<4
>= 4

Level

Yes No

No Lapse

No LapseLapse

Lapse



Bagging vs boosting
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• These are 2 types of ensemble methods: bagging and boosting 

Cr: https://www.kaggle.com/code/prashant111/bagging-vs-boosting/notebook

Bagging Boosting



Model tuning

• GBMs are prone to overfitting to your 
modelling data as they a ‘boosted’ 
model (the next tree is built on the 
residuals of the previous). 

• To combat this we need to select the 
best options for a model, for example 
this could be the number of trees or 
information on how to build the 
individual trees.

• When building a GBM most time is spent 
choosing the best parameters for the 
model. 
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Underfitting

More complexity 
required, for example 
add more trees

Good fit

Overfitting

Reduce complexity, for 
example build shallower 
trees



GAM vs GBM
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Generalized Additive Model (GAM) Gradient Boosted Model (GBM)

Pros • Interpretable
• Are an extension of GLMs which are well 

understood in actuarial circles
• Easily tailored using industry knowledge
• Can handle non-linear relationships

• Will handle feature selection, features with no 
predictive power are not added to the 
model.

• Can handle complex interactions
• Can handle non-linear relationships

Cons • Feature selection is done by analyst.
• Can be time consuming if there are many 

features.
• Can be influenced by analyst bias.

• Feature shape is defined by the analyst
• Can be difficult to handle complex 

interactions

• Not as interpretable
• Require more data for robust results.  
• Multiple interactions can result in unintended 

results, (e.g. creating a discriminatory model 
by finding a proxy for a protected group). 
Need to interrogate the model to ensure this 
hasn’t happened



GBM Model Output

The GBM produces estimates of “variable 
importance” – the marginal benefit of adding a 
particular variable to the model.

We conclude that - in addition to the conventional 
predictors…

• Age
• Socioeconomics
• Joint Products
• BMI

… are valuable additional predictors of early 
duration lapses.

As with all analysis we need to be aware that 
these predictors may only be indicating other 
underlying effects
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Feature importance: Top 20

• GBM regressor is chosen, with assumption 
that lapse rate follows Poisson regression. 

• Policy duration is the most impactful 
feature, followed by age and 
socioeconomic group. 

• Some ‘non-conventional’ variables like 
quote hour, whether is a joint life or single 
life product, occupation have impact on 
lapse rate. 



GBM

How does the model fit?
Policy month
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GAM
• Both models capture the 

interactions between these three 
features.

• The GAM model’s predictions 
have a smoother policy month 
pattern. This is due to the model 
coefficients representing 
polynomial terms.

• The GBM predictions are more 
jagged. This is because GBMs 
use decision trees, and thus 
involve discrete splits.



• GBM made much better prediction for start lag as it’s implicitly included in the model 

GAM GBM

How does the model fit?
Start lag



Why Use Partial Dependence Plots?

Observed vs. predicted plots are useful for 
checking the fit of a model to the data. However, 
they don’t tell you about how the model created 
those predictions.

Partial dependence plots can be used to 
interrogate how the model creates predictions. 
These are produced by:

1. Creating a prediction for each row of the test 
data across all of the possible values of the 
feature of interest, keeping all other features 
constant.

2. Taking the average prediction across each 
value.
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PDP Plot – Age

Low age groups with low face amounts 
have the highest lapse rates.

At the highest ages, we see a slightly 
different pattern; the model predicts 
higher face amounts will have higher 
lapse rates. 
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PDP Plot – Face Amount

Most socioeconomic groups have lower 
lapse rates as the face amount increases, 
however for the lowest groups the lapse 
rate flattens for the higher face amounts. 
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PDP – Joint/Single Life and Benchmark

• In average the joint life product’s lapse rate is ~ 30% 
lower than single life 

• Comparing to the rest of the market, insurer D’s lapse 
rate is almost doubled 



PDP – BMI and Quote Hour

Policy month

• The lapse rates are ~ 20% higher for low BMI • The model predicts higher lapse rates outside of 
working hours



Questions? 



Thanks!


